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ABSTRACT 
It .3 possible to determine the critical heat flux by means of 

the energy conservation equation if one can define the condition for the 
crisis. Assuming that in the vicinity of the crisis the heat is trans
ported only by the latent heat of the vapour the condition for the crisis 
can be characterized by the maximum departure velocity of the vapour. 
Considering only nucleate boiling it has been found that the departure 
velocity of vapour reaches its maximum when the bubbles are ejected 
closely one after the other i.e. when the increase of bubble emission 
from a single centre is no more possible. 

For determinig the energy equation ana the condition for the 
crisis simple relationships for the bubble size and departure velocity 
are also deduced. 

The calculated results agreed with measurements taken from the 
available literature very well. It is important to note that the corre
lating equation can be used in a wide range of parameters. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 
С г;ределение критического теплового потока возможно с помощью 

уравнения сохранения энергии в случае, если заданы условия возникновения 
кризиса. Предложив, что отвод тепла в области кризиса происходит исключи
тельно эа счет скрытой теплоты испарения пара, отрывающегося с поверхности, 
условием кризис"» можно считать максимальную скорость пара. Мы нашли, что 
в случае пузырькового кипения максимальной скоростю пара является скорость 
отрыва пузырей с говерхности, тогда, когда пузырьки непосредственно сле
дуют друг за другом т.е., выход большего числа пузырьков из одного цент
ра не возможен. 

Для записи уравнения сохранения энергии и определения условий 
кризиса были выведены простые соотношения для расчетов размеров и ско
ростей пузырьков. 

Результаты расчетов очень хорошо согласуются в имеющимися в 
литературе экспериментальными данными. Особую важность имеет примени
мость полученных соотношений в широком диапазоне параметров. 

KIVONAT 
A kritikus hőfluxus meghatározása az energiamegmaradási egyenlet 

segítségével lehetséges, ha a krizis körülményeit definiáló feltételt meg 
tudjuk adni. Feltételezve, hogy a krizis környezetében a hőátszármaztatás 
kizárólag a felületről távozó gőz rejtett hőjén keresztül történik, a 
krizis feltétele a maximálisan elérhető gőzsebesség. Azt találtuk, hogy 
buborékos forrás esetében a maximális gőzsebesség a buborékok eltávozási 
sebessége, akkor, amikor a buborékok közvetlenül egymást követik, tehát 
egy centrumból több buborék kibocsátása már nem lehetséges. 

Az energiaegyenlet és a krlzisfeltétel meghatározásához egyszerű 
összefüggéseket vezettünk le a buborékméret és sebesség számítására is. 

A számítások nagyon jól egyeztek az irodalomban található mérések
kel. Különösen fontos, hogy az összefüggés igen széles paramétertartomány
ban használható. 



1. Introduction 

The accurate knowledge of steady state critical heat 
flux /CIIP/ in a light water cooled power reactor core is an 
important economical question as it is a limiting factor for 
the power capability. During tne past 15 years enormous ef
fort has been made to clarify the physical nature of the 
crisis end to get a better understanding of the phenomenon. 
However the complexity of the problem is considerable and 
the individual processes influencing the CHP are not satis
factorily known. The urgent need of thermal design resulted 
in the extensive experimental work which aimed at getting a 
correlation of sufficient accuracy to predict the CHP in the 
difficult rodbundle geometry of a nuclear reactor. 

Concerning the mechanism of boiling heat transfer cri
sis we think that at least two types of the crisis exist; 
the first is connected to the low quality region and prob
ably occurs when the steam production in the form of out
going bubbles from the heating surface cannot be replaced 
by incoming water any more, the second type is typical for 
the annular or annular dispersed flow regime and it is char
acterized by the cease of climbing liquid film. 

The subject of this analysis is to develop a semi em
pirical relationship for CHP prediction on the basis of a 
hypothetical mechanism of the crisis under bubbling condi
tions i.e., until the amount of heat, transported by bub
bles, composes the determining part of the heat transfer. 
The method of developing this relationship is the extension 
of the analysis of pool boiling crisis for forced conrective 
boiling and an interesting feature of the model is, that in 
case of zero т/лгз i'lux the relationship : г .roluccn the pool 
"boiling CHI' corrclntion. 
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As a first approach it is only the simple tubular 
geometry and constant heat flux distribution which is dealt 
with in this paper. 

Description of the mechanism and the simplifications 
made for getting a relationship i.ot too complicated and 
convenient for engineering use are discussed in details In 
the following sections and also a comparison is shown bet- * 
ween calculated and measured data. 

2. Analysis 

An earlier investigation of the pool boiling crisis [l] 
showed that the critical heat flux can be determined by ap
plying the conservation equations for mass, momentum and 
energy. To solve the problem two suppositions for the criti
cal condition were needed: 

a./ the heat transport In the vicinity of the crisis 
is drivan only by the latent heat i.f bubbles, 

b./ the amount of vapour ejected from a single bubble 
generating centre reaches its maximum when the frequency of 
bubble emission becomes equal to the value determined by the 
bubble radius and velocity / -f » v«,«,*« / R k /. It means that 
the bubbles are ejected one after the other so closely that 
the increase of vapour generation in form of bubbles is no 
more possible. 

The resulting relationship was the same proposed in an 
early paper by Kutateladze but the physical meaning of its 
constant became much more clear. The results were in good 
agreement with experiments and also explained some spread
ing of measured data. The condition of crisis In the above 
analysis was actually characterized by the second supposi
tion. It is easy to understand that the above model encour-
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ages its use for forced convectlve boiling too, though the 
consideration of differences caused by the flowing two-
phase mixture at first sight seems to be insolvable. Still 
it can be seen later that making some simplifications and 
using some good average values the difficulties can be over
come. 

It is important to note that in this analysis it is 
only flow boiling crisis associating with bubbling at the 
heating surface which is*dealt with, consequently the mo
del will be applicable only for low quality boiling crisis. 

2.1 The'energy equation 

In case of flow boiling the application of conserva
tion equations of mass and momentum for a thin liquid layer 
in the vicinity of heating wall, as in pool boiling condi
tion, introduces significant difficulties. Disregarding the 
application of the above equations we shall have two con
stants more compared to the pool boiling equation. They 
should be determined by means of experimental results. 

The first approach to the solution of the problem is 
treated as if the coolant at the location of crisis were in 
saturated condition. In a reactor where the inlet subcooling 
is not very high, it is often the case, that approaching to 
the crisis, the quality at the outlet becomes positive. It 
is worth solving the energy equation at first for the satu
rated case and trying to extend the validity of the model 
later. 

After defining all the simplifications and assumptions 
of the analysis we have to begin with the conservation equa
tion for energy 

/ 
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<^-n. .4fl-.,.ff Л/ 
Eq.A/ contains the eupposition that heat is solely 

transferred by the latent heat transport of vapour bubblen. 
After rearranging eq./l/ and introducing the critical -

ity condition 

Rb'f - Ущ.т» /?/ 

we obtain for the maximum attainable heat flux 

Intending to use eq./3/ the following difficulties 
are encountered: 

a./ the total bubbling surface / n„. *я£т / should 
be determined, 

b./ the bubble rise velocity must be known, 
c / the radii of the departing bubbles inherently 

present in the rise velocity have to be calculated with ad
equate accuracy. 

In the following nootions relationnhtps for each of 
th? above unknowns nrr> deduced. 

?.? The active vapour, fcenqrating_ /bubbling/ ourface 

Vapour in always produced in the steam generating 
oentreo. Thone are generally created from the surface ca
vities, nolling occurs at a heater surface when its tempe
rature excoedrj the value песеяяагу to activate the cavities. 
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As the cavity number shows a distribution as a function of 
cavity size, the number of active centres strongly depends 
on the wall superheat. In ref. f2^ it was shown that the 
number of cavities may be approximated by the relationship 

n (Яь) - -^r /4/ 

where the constant and exponent are determined by surface 
characteristics. It was justified too, that the active ca
vity size is a function of superheat, necessary to activate 
the cavity in question, 

ЪТ\тл
 е 

The total number of active bubble generating centres 
can be obtained by integration i.e., 

n. - J n(ar c). <А(лт.) / б / 

or the total bubbling surface is determined by the follow
ing integral: 

IV 4RÍT - J |\(ДТ С)^Т d(ATc) /7/ 

After s u b s t i t u t i o n and int.<v;raf;1on <v | . /7 / t akes the 
fol lowing form 

rv^jT - в-дт; / 8 / 
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where all the constants and physical parameters are summa
rized in the dimensional constant B_, so it is a function 

о 
of the saturation pressure. ' 
2.3 Bubble velocity on leaving the heater wall 

In forced convective boiling the departing bubbles 
are accelerated by two forces: 

a./ the buoyancy force controlled by the bubble vol
ume and the steam-water density difference, 

b./ the hydraulic force, acting on the bubble in the 
liquid stream. 

The bubble is accelerated until the hydraulic resis
tance force can compensate the above forces and this resis
tance determines the maximum velocity by which a given bub
ble can move. 

The idealized spherical bubble on departure and the 
acting forces are schematically drawn in Pig» 1. Relying 
on Fig. 1. it can be written for the force balance in the 
horizontal direction that 

After arrangement and simplification we get 
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where u and u, are the liquid velocities at the cross 
section without bubble, and at the сгозэ section reduced by 
the departin/j bubbler-, respectively and Í, is the hydrau

lic rer.istanc factor for the horizontal bubble motion. 

The relation between u and u, comes from the con-
o 1 

t i n u i t y equat ion which reads 

S-fc--**?*1-'-** 
Here n. is the number of active bubbling centres 

around the periphery of a 2R. lon̂ r tube section. 

liaising to the second power and neglectin# the very 

small third term it can be obtained that 

Finally 

u : " i-2nbi?:/R* " i-2ntRt/R* / 1 3 / 

4 • jb 

Supposing a/*ain that 2nbR„/R « 1 we £ain a 

very simple and convenient approximation for tho fraction 

of kinetic onerr.y fluctuation canary] ы t'-v- ^"part i n;j bub-
bios i.e., 

£ - Í - ln.§ /14/ 
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Substitution of e q . A 4 / into / l o / yields that 

The force balance in the vert ical direction i s the 
following: 

Щ1- («1-5.) - **i». >y -J. v ^ A6/ 

and expressing the vapour raise velocity. 

The resultant of the velocity components is given as 

4 

As n Q if the number of active cavities per unit area TW 
can be eliminated from eq./lS/ according to the following 
relation 

Л к - a*- 2RT. aR k /19/ 
/ 

It has turned out froni the comparison of the final 
correlating equation - eq./34/ - with experiments carried 
out on tubes of different diameter that J must be a li
near function of the tube radius, fhe reason of this depen-
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dence is not quite clear but the very good resulte had 
proved its applicability. So it is assumed that 

У - const • R /2o/ 
v 

The maximum velocity of the outgoing bubble can be 
obtained by substituting e q . / l 9 / and /2o/ into Д 8 / i . e . , 

_ i 
v m Г.*.!. «40»*--Bt 4 _ * *L ft-«i I * / 21 / 

2.4 Bubble radius in the forced conyectlve boiling process 

A single vapour bubble immersed in a pool of liquid 
can preeerve its spherical shape until the difference bet
ween vapour and liquid pressure at the bottom of bubble can 
be compensated by surface tension. When the bubble volume 
exceeds this measure its form is not spherical any longer 
because the grea er liquid side pressure begins to deform 
the bottom of the sphere. If the bubble keeps on growing 
its shape should undergo an oscillatory motion governed by 
the different acting forces. Consequently the maximum 
spherical bubble size can be deduced from the following 
equation: 

*£-*•«(«.-!,) /»/ 
or expressing the bubble radius we get, 
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in the forced convective case the pressure difference 
is greater than that of the r h s . of eq . / 22 / because outside 
of the bubble there is an eddl t ional pressure drop caused 
by f r i c t ion and acce le ra t ion . Thus the analogous form of 
eq . /22 / for the forced c i rcu la t ion case r eads -

*-4^>»-ti-iU / 24 / 

which .gives for the bubble radius 

Кь - <? 

] /25/ 

In case of a nuclear power reactor core in operation 
the mass fluxes are high enough to allow the negleetiovi of 
the acceleration and elevation pressure gradients beside 
the frictional lass. Using the above assumption the expres
sion for the bubble radius takes the following very simple 
form 

Кь- ni /26/ 

or expiessing the frictional pressure gradient by the two-
phase friction factor multiplier we obtain 

R „ -
к 

L*(-ftü 
m/ 

1_ Throughout this paper vertical upflow is considered. 
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where is the eingle-phase frictional pressure 
gradient. " 

In the present analysis eq./27/ is used for the bubble 
radius and it is assumed that the maximum vapour velocity 
is reached even when the bubble has its maximum spherical 
size. Namely the buoyancy force is increased at further 
bubble growth, however there is an increase of the hydrau
lic resistance toe, because of the deformed shape of vapour 
void. 

2.5 The CIIF correlation 

The expressions of the maximum vapour velocity and the 
bubble radius can be simplified by summarizing all the phy
sical parameters into dimensional constants so they are func
tions of the characteristic variables /mass flux, quality, 
superheat, tube radius/. This procedure ib similar to that 
resulting the simple form of the active bubbling surface de
termined by eq./8/. 

In this way we £et, that 

V,..., - B,- AT.* Jf [l * ; , & _ ] % /88/ 

and 

В»*«* 1 i 
R -Г *xZl 1 /29/ 

where, for i t s s impl ic i ty , the homogeneous f r ic t ion factor 
mu l t i p l i e r , ф* • |+ * (§ i~ ?«)/Si proposed by Owens [ 3 j 
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is used and the single phase frictional pressure gradient 
is correlated by the following expression 

dPI- 0.186 . L J i L - . * G9* 

tain 
Substituting eqs./ß/, /28/ and /29/ into / 3 / we ob-

T1 LU Г В«, 1 * 

In eq./3o/ there is a characteristic velocity which 
is still unknown. This is the velocity disturbed by the 
departing bubbles. Every selfevident solution has been 
tried to use /e.g. the velocity of the homogeneous mixture, 
the velocity of the liquid phase/ and it is found that the 
only velocity, giving right CHF values, is the superficial 
velocity of the liquid phase, i.e., 

U.-.f-0-x) /31/ 
n 

The other problematical variable in eq./3o/ is the 
wall superheat. As saturated condition is supposed, it is 
possible to determine the above variable from the well known 
boiling heat flux - wall superheat relationship 

^ - K - Ä C * * /32/ 
or expressing the wall superheat itself we ' .чу write 

JL 
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However eq./32/ has a limited validity. The limit is 
characterized by the wall superheat AT W . Reaching &C£ 
tho boiling surface is saturated with bubbles. Exceeding 
further increase of heat flux increases only the bubble ge
neration frequency without the change of the bubbling sur
face. Consequently applying eq./33/ it is always necessary 
to check whether the wall superheat exceeded AT W , or 
not. If so £T,T should be used. 

After substitution the critical heat flux takes the 
following form 

rcr 
« J*W s t t W " 4-1. Г . , В. I 
*' * ' ** [и- , * ^ * [ 6".(. -x)* 4j»J >*' 

? *6 Extension of the CHF corre la t ion for the 
subcooled case 

Theoretically the extension of the v a l i d i t y of eq./3-l/ 
for the oubcooled сазе i s quite easy. F i r s t the value of 
the constant B,- should be corrected. B f i inherent ly con
t a i n s the l a ten t heat of vaporizat ion, which must be i n 
creased by the actual amount of subcooled enthalpy. After 
t h i s correct ion i t is necessary to choose one of the e x i s t 
ing methods for ca lcula t ion of the t rue vapour q u a l i t y . Then 
using an i t e r a t i o n we should solve e q . / 3 4 / and the equation 
or system of equations determining the t rue vapour qual i ty 
of subcooled bo i l ing . The.result gives the o r i t l na l heat 
flux and qua l i ty . 
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In reality the above procedure is rather complicated 
and involves the possibility of getting an enormously in
creased error because of the inaccuracy of the subcooled 
quality calculation. This can easily be understood if the 
very strong dependence of CHP on quality is considered. 

Thus it seems to be a better choice to adopt eq./34/ 
for subcooled calculations in a formal way without theore
tical background and the constants must be optimized later. 
In the following it is described how eq./34/ is applied at 
negative or very low positive equilibrium qualities. 

a./ Instead of calculating the true vapour quality 
the equilibrium quality has been substituted into the CHF 
expression. When the equilibrium quality is negative, this 
negative value is used except the homogeneous friction fac
tor multiplier, where x = о , is substituted, so it is pos
sible to avoid having a negative value under the forth root. 
Application of the equilibrium quality causes a sharper in
crease of GÍIF with decreasing quality. Compensating this 
effect the increase of Bfi originating from the subcooled 
enthalpy is neglected. 

b./ Not knowing enough about the active bubbling sur
face under subcooled condition the heat flux Is used again 
as a representative of it. However the limiting flux should 
again be determined. For the subcooled heat flux the follow
ing approximation is used 

% « К • ДТ,? ( ДТ„ + ДТ,„Ь ) /35/ 

The above expression of the subcooled heat flux was 
proposed in ref. [lj and it was successfully applied in 
ref. £4] too. 
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After substitution of the limiting wallsuperheat the 
limiting heat flux is 

c^ - K - Ä T J M ( A T T -I- ДТ 1 Л) /36/ 

The subcooling in eq./36/ can only be evaluated if 
the true vapour quality is known. As a quick method a simp
lified version of the Levy formula has been adopted. The 
modification is applicable solely in this case, when a rough 
approximation of the subcooling is satisfactory. The modifi
cation is the following: 

- the position of the first bubble departure is not 
calculated instead of it is supposed to have boiling always 
at the inlet, than 

- compensating the effect of the above meglection the 
second power of the exponential has been used. 

Consequently it has been written 

x - x«v - xd- «^(x^-Xrf) /37/ 

where 

*d * - - ^ /38/ 

The outlet subcoolir.g is then calculated using the 
following balance equation 

Д Т * - C x " l ^ ) L /39/ 
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After substitution the limiting flux is as follows 

Eq./4o/ must always be evaluated. Haying greater heat 
flux than that determined by eq./4o/, the latter hae to be 
substituted on the rhs. of eq./34/. As it is shown later 
the results gained by the above method are surprisingly good 
and it is a verification of the procedure chosen in spite 
of the fact that its approximations and neglections seem 
to be very rough. 

2.7 Brief summary of the CHP calculation procedure • 

The results given by eq./34/ were checked by compar
ing them with a great number of experimental data. It is 
probably worth summarizing here the main steps of the cal
culation 

a./ The measured CHP was used as a first estimation 
and it was substituted into the heat balance equation for 
calculating the outlet quality. 

b./ By means of eqs./37/, /38/, /39/ and /4o/ the 
limiting heat flux was determined. % ^ ^ 

c / If the limiting heat flux w a e g B b r than the 
estimating one the later was substituted on^^^bhe. of 
eq./34/. If not, the limiting flux was introduced^ 

d./ The CHP calculated from eq./34/ was then com
pared with the estimation. Having greater CHP than the es
timation the quality was increased by a small quality step 

and the above procedure was repeated until CHP became 
less than the heat flux calculated from the heat balance. 
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е./ In the case when the first calculation resulted 
in a CHF less than the estimating value the quality was step
wise decreased by Дх until the calculated CHP became great
er than the input value from heat balance. 

f./ After the difference of the calculated and esti
mated heat fluxes had changed its sign the CHP was determin
ed as the value at the intersection of the two lines con
necting the last two /q - x/ point pairs /cf. Fig.2./. 

Finally the different forms of the CHF correlation de
pending on the actual value of quality and '.tallsuperheat are 
summarized in Table 1. The upper quality limit of the cor
relation is x = 0,35. 

3. Comparison of the theory with experimental results 

The constants of eq./34/ should be optimized using a 
groat amount of experimental data. In the present stage the 
constants are evaluated by running the calculations on a 
computer with e combination of the constants and then the 
values giving the beet results are chosen. The above pro
cedure has been repeated at different pressures. 

For the evaluation of Bg, B« and m experimental 
data of Becker [5] have been used at Jo, loo, 12o, l4o, 16o 
and 18o bar. The constants finally accepted are tabulated 
in Table 2. and are shown in Fig.3« 

The results of comparison are summarized in Figs. 4, 
5 and 6. It can easily be stated that the results are ex
cellent particularly if it is taken into consideration that 
a rather wide range of mass flux is covered and also quite 
low mass fluxes are inoluded. It appears too, that the theory 
can be epplied at any pressure, only the rirjht constants 
have to be determined. 
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It was чету important to check whether the dependence 
on tube radius is good. For this reason the comparison was 
extended to the Columbia and '.Vinfrith data Q6], [7] taken 
from ref. [8j . These data were measured at 7o bar with 
tubes of different inner diameter. The results cf comparison 
are shown in Fig,J. and they are again very good. 

It seems that tho correlating equation has no limi
tations concerning the main parameters. The only limitation 
is, that of the quality which is however the direct result 
of the basic supposition, that considers a heating surface 
with bubbling on it. 

Using eq./34/ for correlating CHP values, the validity 
1з obviously limited at rather low mass fluxes, but it fol
lows from the assumption that the total pressure gradient 
is approximated by the frictional one of t>* homogeneous 
mixture. If the above neglection is corrected, the result
ing equation reproduces the pool boiling correlation of 
ref.^lj too, so it can be expected that sue)- a corrected 
relationship can predict CUP at any mass flux. The results 
shown in Figs. 4-7. include tube length of 4oo - бооо яти 

During the comparison the RMS errors were evaluated 
at each pressure investigated. The errors are shown in Table 
3. where also the RMS errors obtained by the Becker high 
pressure correlation and by the Peskov correlation for the 
same data are tabulated. Becker's and Peskov's RMS data are 
taken from ref. [ 9") • 

At 7o bar the RMS error calculated is shown in Table 4. 
Por getting a real picture it is always important to 

know the maximum deviations of the predicted values. They 
are summarized in Table 5» 
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4. Summary and conclusions 

It seems that the model using the energy equation and 
an additional criticality condition is suitable to handle 
the boiling crisis of a forced comrective system. It is par
ticularly interesting that according to the model the crisis 
depends on local conditions only аз the maximum velocity of 
the outgoing vapour is determined by the local conditions. 
At the same time the critical heat flux contains the para
meters of the system too, as for example the active bubble 
/renerating surface depends on these parameters. A special 
feature of the model is tha+ excluding the neglections in 
the pressure drop term it reproduces the pool boiling cor
relation, based on a similar model. 

The present method could further be de 'eloped if it 
were connected to a detailed thermohydraulical calculation 
of the investigated boiler channel as a consequence a better 
approach to the problems of the boiling crisis is possible 
only through the better knowledge of the different thermo-
hydraulical parameters. As the process is rather complex and 
it is composed from complicated individual phenomena it is 
clear that the better understanding and more accurate han
dling of the crisis need further research work of the basic 
processes. 
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wallsuperheat 

subcoolinr. 

i n l e t r;ubcoolJ i.•• 

outlet ; r. ub с о о .\ i 11;, 

с " j /k f í .C 0 ] 
d :»] 
f l/sec J 

jn/scc '-J 
a 
p 

kg/ni^secj 

ь >/kc] 
П 

Дп 1 [Vm2] 
N 

1 [bar ] 

dz | 0 1 [K/m35] 

dz | f 1 > / m 5 ] 

!l£| 1 
dz 

[ll/i^] 
lacc 

a I _v;/cm J 
R 1 > ] 
% 1 > ] 
Rb# 1 [m] 
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3 u b = Г п - T l 
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AT W =I T v - T31 vailsuperheat at the point where the 
heatinc wall is full with bubbles 

u (m/secj velocity 
vr- „w fro/sec"] naximum velocity of bubbles 
p\ • 1ПЭХ •» J 

x [k^/kgj steam qual i ty * 

Greek letters 

Ф2, two-phase friction factor multiplier 
Nsec/m^J dynamic viscosity 
"kg/m J density s 

6* [N/mJ surface tension 
X hydraulic resistance factor 

Suo^oripts 

eq refers to equilibrium condition 
h refers to horizontal direction 
in refers to inlet condition 
1 refers to saturated liquid 
Q refers to saturated vapour 
out refers to outlet condition 
sub refers to subcooled condition 
v refers to vertical direction 
w refers to wall 
cr refers to critical condition 
e '..'Stimated value 



Taole I 

Forms of eq. /34/ depending on the different limitations 

о x <aas v** 'I D 1 * Я G * * * « - • ^ Гм B * 1* о x <aas v** % 4 \ R - */< + A . L1 6 4 i - x ) ^ J 
x < 0 v** ^ - V C $R- ^ - ^ - [ ^ t f C l - ^ / q r ^ 

0 < X < 0.S5 \><? а - в cc* 6 a S M S 4~X Г Л Ь ' 1* 0 < X < 0.S5 \><? 

x < 0 \>V 

The variables must be substituted in the following units q [w/cnr | ; R [mm J 
G [kg/ mJ, sec] ; 3 [kg/./] 



Table 2 

The constants used in eq. /34/ 

Pressure С bori то <00 120 140 160 480 

B e • ю 1 116 «.и 1-61 8.« 9.39 ъм> 
в,. ю"1 i t s «0.1 ff.D 2.85 2.04 1.21 

&TJ 1S.Q «4.3 12.5 И.6 ЮМ <0.0 

т 
Ы 1 .W 

Í 
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Table 3 

Comparison of measurements [5 | with calculations obtained 
using the Peskov correlation, Becker correlation and eq. /34/ 

Correlation 
Pret&ure 

bar 
Number 
of point« 

RMS 
error % 

Pe&kov 400 

120 

(JrO 

160 

460 

52 

70 

«5 

71 

62 

5Л 

6Л 

4.6 

3.3 

Becker 120 

\k0 

160 

ISO 

7& 

97 

420 

7.0 

6.6 

5.2 

5.6 

|Ц.(*> 100 

120 

\k0 

160 

480 

SS 

409 

201 

451 

405 

6.3 

7.5 

*S 

5.7 

5.* 



"зо1е 4 
Comparison of Columbia and Winfrith data with calculations obtained 

using eq. /34/ 

Correlation 
Pressure 

bor 
Number 

of Poinds 
RMS 

error */• 

Eq. (*0 TO 

70 

71 

130 

15 

5.6 

aűie с 

The maximun deviations obtained when measured data | 5 ij 6 jI 7 Íwere 
compared with calculations using eq, /34/ 

Pressure С bar] 70 100 120 \ko 160 1&0 

•Ю0 
«•л 

• 16 

- i 

+ 25 * 16 

- \k 

+ 21 

-12 

*2k 
Hmeo» 

•Ю0 
«•л 

• 16 

- i 

+ 25 * 16 

- \k 

+ 21 

-12 

*2k 
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*и*/«лс/ 

cavity 

bubble 

Fbf4f*Ut 

Fi д. J. 

Scheme of bubble and the main acting forces. 
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first estimation 

heat balance line 

iteration direction 

critical heat flux line 

/ 

Fig. 2. 

Scheme of the iteration procedure. 
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Fig. 3. 

The constants of eq. (34) in the function of saturation pressure. 
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Comparison of mtasurtd data [б] with calculations. 
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+ L* 2000 mm 
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Fig. 5. 

Companion of mtasurtd data [б] with calculations. 
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1.3-

1,2- gb 

о L = 1000 
+ L=2000 
о L=3000 
Д L =4966 mm 

d=10mm 
G = 567+7216 kg I m.sec 

_00_ 
W 

091 
Q6 

p = 120 bar 

A 
Д 
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t[kg/kg) 

0.1 02 03 OA 

Fig. 6. 

Comparison of measured data [5] with calculations. 
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Fig. 7. 

Comparison of measured data [5] with calculations. 
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mte* 
13 T 
12 •• ° 

<*><> 
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о L = 1000 mm 
+ L = 2000 mm 
о L = 3000 mm 
A L: 4966 mm 

ds 10 mm 
Gr 422*6907 kg/m,sec 
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I 
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[**/**] 
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Comparison of measured data [s] with calculations. 
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Fig. 9, 

Comparison of measured data [5] with calculations. 
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[kg/kg] 

Fig.10. 

Comparison of measured data [б],[7] with calculations. 
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Fig.11. 

Comparison of measured data [б],[7] with calculations 
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